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City Clerk/HR Manager 

City of Panama City Beach 

110 S. Arnold Road 

Panama City Beach, FL32413 

850-233-5100 X2409 

850-890-6330 Cell 

Under Florida Law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released to a public 
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing. 

NO TICE: This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. If the reader of 
this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to 
the sender that you have received this communication in error, then delete it. Thank you. 

From: Doug Sale [mailto:dsale@hsmclaw.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 06, 2017 12:12 PM 
To: Diane Fowler <dfowler@pcbgov.com> 
Cc: Mario Gisbert <mgisbert@pcbgov.com>; Jo Smith <jsmith@pcbgov.com>; Al Shortt <ashortt@pcbgov.com>; Amy 
Myers <amyers@hsmclaw.com>; Cindy Kittler <ckittler@HSMcLaw.com>; KEVIN OBOS <kobos@HSMcLaw.com>; 
Amy Myers <amyers@hsmclaw.com> 
Subject: Mr. Thompson's request for minutes 

Dee, 

This morning you advised that Mr. Thomson had asked for minutes and video of three meetings and you asked for my 
help. I understand that video exists for the first two, that pursuant to Amy's advice no minutes were ever to be 
transcribed of the respondent's conference, but that Amy did say minutes needed to be transcribed of the ranking 
meeting and that Jo is working on that now. I was not involved with any of that and so am copying Amy who is on 
maternity leave as you know, and Cindy. If you or Jo have misunderstood her advice, I am sure sooner or later she 
will correct us; but not to worry at this point on this matter, just for future matters. 

You have replied to Mr. Thompson that you would research his request as soon as you can. Since you know two 
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discs exist, you should tell him that. My suggestion is that you simply forward this email to him if you find it to be 
correct. He can contact you about the discs if he desires. 

That leaves the opening in Al Shortt's office and another reason to simply send Mr. Thompson a copy of this email. 
As I wrote you last Friday, my email to the two short listed firms conveying the contract that had been jointly 

negotiated was not an invitation to bid. It was the culmination of the negotiating process. As such, in this unique 
situation I do not believe that there was a compelling legal requirement that the "bids" be opened at a publicly 
announced place and time. I am aware that in my November 21 email I did state that the bids would be "publicly 
opened" and acknowledge that implies a public notice of the opening. On the other hand, clearly the concept was to 
open them in Al's office as part of the negotiation process. I believe that the special opening in Al's office was my 
idea. However, for some reason which I do not recall today I did not participate in the opening process. Most likely, I 
simply got busy and didn't follow through. Anyway, I checked with Al today and there was no public notice given of 
the opening and there is no tape or minutes. Both firms attended the opening along with Al Shortt and Mark Schaffer, 
Utility System Engineers. 

From a legal standpoint, the only firms who responded to the public advertisement consented to the process which 
was followed, including staff opening their separate proposals for the same work at the conclusion of the negotiations. 
Under these unique circumstances, I do not think that the failure to invite the public to Al's office legally impaired the 
opening as long as neither firm objected, which I am advised that they did not. Both proposals were publicly 
presented to the Council on December 12, 2017, with the express option of rejecting them. In the end, the joint 
negotiation process allowed both firms to fully understand the scope of the work the city was requesting and, in my 
opinion and Mr. Shortt's, contributed greatly to the fact that the prices were very close. Capital planning is not an 
exact science and knowing the client's expectations is critical. 

Again, if you find the first part of this email accurate my suggestion is to simply forward it to Mr. Thompson to expedite 
the process. This confirms my advice to you that you are under no legal obligation to answer questions regarding City 
business, the records speak for themselves and it is your obligation to produce them. However, as a practical matter 
it is often better to volunteer information to help the person requesting the records understand their context in order to 
avoid a misunderstanding or a false impression. I represent the City and as long as I am needed or useful will be 
pleased to continue to work with City staff in responding to Mr. Thompson's requests, but that is all. 

Sincerely, 

[I HARRISON SALE 
McCLOY Atiorn~ys At l-~W 

Panama City I Santa Rosa Beach I Destin 

Douglas J. Sale, Esq. 

P. 0. Drawer 1579 

Panama City, FL 32402 
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